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This big, bright board book is packed full of noisy fun with things that go! Busy toddlers won't be

able to resist pressing the buttons and copying the familiar vehicle sounds that accompany the

colorful photographs on every page. The sturdy picture tabs make it easy for young children to turn

the pages to find their favorite vehicles, and simple descriptive text brings the noisy world to life.
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Finally a book my 18 month old loves to read! If your child is like mine and has a hard time getting

through a book, give the sound books a try. This one has been helpful because my son loves

vehicles and anything that has wheels lol! At first he just wanted to press the buttons (no big

surprise there) but now he is actually wanting to me to read it. The sentences or phrases are not so

long that he becomes bored too fast and he has started making the connection from the pictures to

the buttons! We read one page about the tractor ect and he is so excited to show off and press the

buttons :)The sound quality is good, a little loud but definitely better than being too quiet. Heads up

the semi truck sound HONK can become annoying if it's pressed repeatedly for a half hour lol but if

it makes your kiddos happy its worth the sacrifice.The book is ten total pages (both sides) perfect

length in my opinion for a toddler. There are tabs on the inside pages that make it easy for little

hands to turn the page.The value is more than fair in my opinion especially for a sound book! I was



actually skeptical becauase of the price comparison to other sound books but niw I will be

purchasing the rest if this line. The batteries alone probably cost half of the price and will likely last

for years! When I looked at the batteries they are not the cheap ones and are not the kind that can

bust or leak! Comforting knowing it's something your child plays with.Just a heads up too, when this

first arrived the sound was not working. I almost thought the batteries were dead but after opening

the compartment realized one was just popped out, put it back screwed the plate back in, but not

too tight (still tight enough it cant be pryed open though!) or it wont work for some reason. Other

than that I am completely satisfied with this purchase.

This is a sturdy, really nice book. The sounds are LOUD. They may be on your nerves when you

are trying to read it to your kid and he keeps pushing the buttons. But my son loves it and that's all

that matters. Hopefully this will hold up to the wear and tear of my 2-year-old!

My 18 month old son loves anything with an engine, so I thought this would be the perfect book for

him. The sounds are great, but I feel like they stop a little too suddenly. My son is not really into the

pictures as much as I thought he would be, but he does love pushing the sounds buttons. It is

relatively easy for him to push the buttons on his own. I don't feel as the sounds are too loud like

some other reviewers mentioned. It is a board book, so it is very sturdy and should last a long time.

It does have a battery compartment in the back, so the batteries can be changed with ease. I do

also like how if you push another button while one sound is playing, it stops the original sound so

you don't have to wait for it to finish. Good selection of vehicles!

I purchased this for my 1 year old son as he loves books and trucks so this was a perfect fit. It was

an instant hit with him and he's constantly toting it around and begging for it to be read to him. He

loves to push the buttons and will play with this book by himself for 15-20 minutes at a time. It's a

nice hard cardboard too so it has been very durable. A perfect choice for a child who loves trucks

and books.

My 21 month old is a big fan of this book. He quickly learned how to push the buttons himself. He

also enjoys the photos on each page. We have had it for about 3 months now and he keeps coming

back to it. We also have "Oink On the Farm" and that was a hit too. A bit loud but some masking

tape on the speaker part easily fixed that.



The board book works fine, but the title is misleading and the sounds aren't very relevant for babies.

"Monster Truck", "Tractor", and 2 kinds of heavy mining equipment? Unnecessary. For babies at

this age, how about an ambulance, motorcycle, or trolley? There are tons of noises "on the road",

but the ones included here are kind of meh

Just got this today. Sounds last literally half a second. Will check with new batteries tomorrow. A

little bummed because I want my 2 yo son to love it.Updating to 4 stars because replacing the

batteries worked to fix the sounds which are great. My 2 yo twins love it. Took a star off for arriving

with almost dead batteries.

I love this book! My 2 year grandson loved it and quickly learned which sounds go with which

vehicle. The sounds are quick so as not to be annoying. Definitely recommend it!
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